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M Trail reopened despite warnings
Mount Sentinel, Mount Jumbo and the
Kim Williams Trail reopened Tuesday
afternoon despite recommendations from
the Department of Natural Resources and
Conservation to keep them closed.
“To be honest, it was more political,”
said Bob White, unit fire supervisor for the
DNRC. “We get a lot of pressure from the
mayor and city. People want to use those
areas. The reason why we closed them in
the first place was strictly for public safe-
ty.”
Mayor Mike Kadas was unavailable for
comment.
“It sounds as though the mayor is trust-
ing people to be responsible,” City
Councilwoman Anne Kazmierczak said. “I
think he probably based it on the fact that
the Rattlesnake is open. I think it’s just the
rain.”
The land, which includes The M Trail,
had been closed since early August. White
said the land is still too dry and has not
received enough moisture to be safe from
fire danger, despite the reopening.
“It’s just as dry as it was three weeks
ago,” he said.
White said that although recent rains and
cooler temperatures have helped, “it 
doesn’t mean much. We need days and
days of rain.” 
He said if a fire broke out at the base of
Mount Sentinel’s dry terrain, the damage
could cause fatalities.
“It’d run up the face of Mount Sentinel
quicker than anyone can run,” he said.
Josh Drake/Montana Kaimin
Matt Gooley and Kasey Galloway descend The M Trail on Mount Sentinel hours after its re-
opening Tuesday evening. 
Organizers say Grizzly
National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana
Laws will “keep on truck-
ing” at the University of
Montana, despite federal leg-
islation that makes it easier for prosecutors to
charge business owners and event planners who
fail to prevent drug use on their property or dur-
ing sponsored events.
But Montana NORML members say their
group has never condoned drug use at its events.
“We have always sponsored lawful events,”
said John Masterson, director of Montana
NORML. “We don’t have bong-a-thons or
smoke-outs at our events.”
Although NORML organizers say they do not
condone illegal drug use, the Drug Enforcement
Administration targeted the Billings chapter of
NORML in May, shutting down a benefit for
the group and threatening to fine the owner of
the property holding the benefit $250,000. The
organizer of that event, Adam Jones, is now a
part of Grizzly NORML at UM. Jones and
Masterson said they are apprehensive about the
DEA shutting down NORML events at UM and
in Missoula, but they said that would not keep
them from scheduling events and benefits for
the group.
“We have a heightened level of anxiety,”
Masterson said. “But we’ve continued to do
what we do.”
Masterson said last weekend’s Hemp Fest
was a great success, and added that, as far as he
knew, the DEA did not make an appearance at
the event.
The Illicit Drug Anti-Proliferation Act, for-
merly known as the RAVE Act, was enacted in
April. According to the bill text, the purpose of
the legislation is to “prohibit an individual from
knowingly opening, maintaining, managing,
controlling, renting, leasing, making available
for use, or profiting from any place for the pur-
pose of manufacturing, distributing, or using
any controlled substance, and for other purpos-
es.” The DEA’s Web site says the legislation is a
tool in the fight against ecstasy, predatory drugs
and methamphetamine.
Event planners
accountable
under drug law
It was standing-room-only in Missoula
County District Court on Tuesday as a
former University of Montana psychology
professor charged with possessing child
pornography pleaded not guilty on all
counts.  
John Caruso, 35, is charged with 143
counts of felony sexual abuse of children,
and possession of a dangerous drug and
possession of drug paraphernalia, both
misdemeanors. 
In court, Caruso gently crossed his
hands in front of him, standing up straight
in his dark blazer. He calmly acknowl-
edged to the judge that he understood the
charges against him. 
The prosecutor, Deputy County
Attorney Kirsten LaCroix, said she
intended to add three more counts of
felony sexual abuse of children after
receiving additional information from the
state crime lab. LaCroix said the lab
examined photos on Caruso’s laptop,
which, according to the affidavit, show
children ranging in age from 2 to teen
years engaging in sexual acts. 
For each felony count, Caruso faces a
maximum penalty of 10 years in prison
and a $10,000 fine. If Caruso is found
guilty on all counts, he could be sen-
tenced to 1,430 years in prison and forced
to pay $1,430,000. 
The conditions of his release are still
enforced. Caurso cannot have any contact
with the alleged victims or their families,
must avoid all places where children con-
gregate and have no Internet access.
LaCroix also asked that Caruso gain
authorization from the county attorney’s
office prior to leaving the state. 
LaCroix’s request referred to a trip
Caruso took to Washington state after his
Ex-prof pleads not guilty to sex charges
Kristin Cates
for the Kaimin
Bret Ferris/Montana Kaimin
A black bear finds his way into a tree on the 1100 block of Third Street on Tuesday afternoon.  It remained in the tree for more then seven
hours before being removed.  Read more about this story in tomorrow’s Kaimin.  
Black bear bungalow
See TRAIL, Page 8
Natalie Storey
Kaimin Reporter
See RAVE, Page 8
Chelsi Moy
Crime Reporter
See CARUSO, Page 6
Montana
NORML says
its events
are lawful
DNRC cites political pressure to reopen 
land, still wary of fire threat in area
Column by
Kyle Michaelis
Daily Nebraskan (U. Nebraska)
(U-WIRE) LINCOLN, Neb. - You will never hear
me say I was right about the invasion of Iraq. The hell
I was. The hell if anyone was. 
The only truly accurate prediction to be made about
the future is that it is and ever shall be unforeseeable.
Nothing changed here. George W. Bush just forgot the
Magic 8-ball Paul Wolfowitz got him for his birthday
was a child’s toy — and a rigged one at that. 
Many voices have said many things about Iraq in
the past year. So much has been said for so long. In
fact, most people just don't want to hear it anymore. I
sure as hell wouldn’t if there were any way to cut off
that hideous political junkie ever in need of his next
fix. 
Alas, my demons demand feed-
ing, and nothing hits like half an I-
told-you-so downed with a quart of
who-the-fuck-knows-what-comes-
next.
One thing is painfully clear; the
Bush administration has no clue. Nor
does it show any outward signs of
revelation in the near future. The
president’s speech Sunday night demonstrated this
obtuseness perfectly. 
Here is a man who just doesn’t get it. His maturity
in this Iraq business has grown only in reverse propor-
tion to his falling poll numbers. The fundamentally
flawed policy in effect these many months remains; no
matter the continued tragedies, only the rhetoric has
transformed. 
A change in rhetoric, though, hardly justifies a
nationally televised address. For 15 minutes, Bush did
everything he could to project the image of change
without making a single adjustment. By any standard
of significance, he didn’t say a damn thing. 
Well, there was that business of asking Congress
for $87 billion, but a budget request is barely worth a
leak to the press, let alone some grand media specta-
cle. Nothing surprises me about this figure except the
fact Bush thinks he can secure it without recognizing
his previous errors, mainly his administration’s poor
planning and foolish assumptions of ease for rebuild-
ing post-war Iraq. 
By not admitting these, Bush is begging for the
chance to screw up again. 
Ever the forward thinker, except in terms of vision,
policy, ideology and personal grooming, Bush proved
himself wholly unable to understand what’s gone
wrong. Yet here he is asking for more money when it’s
obvious no lesson has been learned. 
Yes, the reconstruction and stabilization of Iraq are
necessary projects (at this stage), but they are far too
important to be left to someone so patently thickhead-
ed. We need change at the top of this dung heap —
fast — before chaos becomes something much, much
worse. 
Then again, it’s all quite fitting in a sickening way.
Bush’s speech is memorable only for what it failed to
say. Never did he mention those elusive weapons of
mass destruction all the rage last winter. Nor did he
mention Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, even
though good old “Rummy” just returned from a tour of
Iraq. 
These sins of omission became almost comical
when Bush instead talked of Saddam Hussein’s “terri-
ble weapons,” while bandying about Colin Powell’s
name as if he were the man of the moment — as if it
were he who had the president’s ear throughout this
whole ridiculous ordeal. 
Oh, the things that go unsaid. At least we can claim
to have found “terrible” weapons in Iraq. Hopes of
finding weapons of mass destruction and Powell’s dig-
nity quietly departed long ago. 
Bush’s assurance that American
troop levels are sufficient “for their
mission” was also a most artful
touch. Nice qualification there. Too
bad it’s our mission that is insuffi-
cient right now, demanding greater
troop strength if anything approach-
ing order is going to be established.
Politically, those soldiers can’t come from our armed
forces. Hence, we run to the United Nations demand-
ing an international force be put under our command. 
That this insulting “request” won’t be laughed out
of the general assembly is indicative only of the mess
created. The world likely will decide the Iraqi people
should not have to suffer for our arrogance, and they
will begrudgingly stroke our ego accordingly. 
That’s really the problem here: old-fashioned,
prime cut, grade A, all-American arrogance. Everyone
seems to get that besides us, or at least the White
House. 
Attempting to link the invasion of Iraq to Sept. 11,
2001, in any substantive way, Bush declared, “We
have learned that terrorist attacks are not caused by the
use of strength; they are invited by the perception of
weakness.”
But, the perception of weakness is not our problem.
We truly are weak — not militarily or in our resolve
— but by virtue of our sickening cocksureness, which
has left us a crippled nation.  
Much was said this summer of the Bush administra-
tion's selective, some would say deceitful, use of intel-
ligence in building a case for war on Iraq. That’s bad
enough, but it doesn’t compare at all to the self-deceit
this president engages in every time he speaks. 
Sadly, that’s nothing new. It’s simply a damn shame
we had to listen to find out, “Yup, he’s still wrong.
This guy just doesn’t get it.”
And he never will. After all, a man who confuses
acknowledging a mistake with admitting defeat will
never know anything but. 
Guest Column
That's really the problem
here: old-fashioned, prime
cut, grade A, all-American
arrogance. Everyone seems
to get that besides us, or at
least the White House.
Magazine rankings
don’t define a campus
Editorial
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The Montana Kaimin, in its 106th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content. 
Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.org or drop them off in
Journalism 106
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“I guess all the smoke isn’t just from the forest fires.”
Let the jokes and the bragging begin — High Times (yes, they
mean “high” like that) magazine has ranked the University of Montana
the nation’s No. 5 counterculture college.
“Hey dude, High Times totally said Missoula’s totally like one of
the best places to, like, smoke.”
Don’t get the wrong idea; the list does not rank “party schools for
stupid stoners,” but rather takes into account quality of education,
activism levels and counterculture sensitivity. If that’s the case, we
wonder why John Masterson, head of the Montana chapter of the
National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, dedicated
half his quote in the piece to how easy it is to smoke pot here without
getting arrested.
But that’s not the point. UM students will be grasping onto this
ranking for years to come, telling themselves it proves that UM is
cooler than their friends’ colleges. Unfortunately (or fortunately,
depending on your point of view), the No. 5 ranking does not make
UM any different than it was last week.
Rankings mean nothing. Remember last Saturday when the UM
Grizzlies football team was the No. 3 team in I-AA and got embar-
rassed by North Dakota State, a struggling Division II team? High
Times may rank UM above UC-Berkeley (No. 6), but we’re pretty
sure they’d spank us in a pot-smoking/counterculture-embracing con-
test.
Let’s consider some other recent media-assigned rankings UM and
Missoula have received.
Outside magazine this summer declared Missoula the No. 15 col-
lege town in the country. Given that Bozeman was ranked ahead of
UM at No. 5, can anyone really take this list seriously?
Spin magazine declared Missoula a top college town in 2002.
Much of the credit for that rating went to Missoula’s music scene —
far and away better than any other you’d find in Montana. The immi-
nent closure of Jay’s Upstairs (Oct. 1) makes that rating obsolete.
Who could forget UM’s 1999 ranking as No. 6 party school by the
Princeton Review? No one, apparently, as we still occasionally hear
people wearing backwards baseball caps bring it up. Go ahead, call
your friends at the University of Florida, UCLA or Auburn and tell
them that here in Missoula we party just as hard as they do. It was
funny in 1999, but now it’s sad that some people haven’t let go.
Think about it. If people here are really such big-time partiers, who
gets up early every Easter morning to put on UM’s award-winning
Easter-egg hunt, ranked No. 3 in the nation by USA Today in 2002.
Here is the reality of these lists: Magazines randomly assign the
rankings to as many schools as possible to get the publication’s name
in the maximum number of campus newspapers. And we fall for it.
Every time. It is an empty fad that needs to stop.
So when you get into that debate about the cooler place to smoke,
UM or the University of Colorado (and we know you will), try to have
some ammunition for your argument apart from, “Man, who knows
more about pot than High Times?”
— Lucas Tanglen
Dear Editor,
There has always been a great deal of talk
about the diversity of the student body at the
University of Montana. Yet as a minority on
campus, I feel overwhelmingly discriminated
against. I am a member of the Greek system.  
In my three years here I have been called
a rapist, a faggot and dumb, all based purely
on my affiliation with my fraternity. I am
proud to report that, after conferring with
parents and colleagues, I am respectful
toward women, heterosexual and an overall
intelligent person.
The Greek system at the University of
Montana has a long and rich history of pro-
ducing local, state and nationally known fig-
ures. So why in the past 10 years has the
Greek system here been on a slow decline?
Well, there is not one reason, but here are a
few. First off, the “Animal House” image has
permeated our campus and the minds of the
students, when, in fact, on an average week-
night Greeks are probably doing the same
thing as everyone else — reading their over-
priced textbooks and trying not to doze off
while doing so. Secondly, the “tolerant” lib-
eral culture on this campus has become the
Greek system’s biggest critic without others
ever setting foot or even bothering to learn
what a Greek house actually does. Finally,
until recently there has been a slow response
to the needs of Greeks by the University
administration. Thankfully, this relationship
has changed for the better, but without a fun-
damental change in people’s attitudes no
amount of support can help the Greek sys-
tem. 
I have a message for all of those students
who feel that something is missing from their
college experience. If you truly want to do
something different with your college years
and make yourself a better person, then take
a walk down to Greek row and knock on a
door. Behind it you will find a handshake
and a smile and the truth about what the
Greeks are really all about. 
Eric Hontz,
President of Sigma Phi Epsilon
Senior in political science and Russian 
Letters 
to the editor
‘Tolerant’ UM campus
has anti-Greek bias
Bush and Co. have no clue
BREW-FEST
CARAS PARK
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 12TH
4PM - 10PM - MUSIC & FOOD
40 MONTANA MICROBREWS
MUSIC BY
THE TOM CATS
HELPING MISSOULA YOUTH ATHLETICS
OVER 37 YEARS
SPONSORS:
The Blaze 96.3 Stockmans
Montana Security Systems BMC West
Rowdy’s Signs Now
Donuts
(made fresh daily)
Voted
Missoula’s Best
Serving Missoula
Since 1994
2 locations
432 N. Higgins (Downtown)
1221 Helen Ave. (1 block off campus)
NE
W
Don’t Download
For Free When
You Can Get Paid
up to 
$360
a month
Sperm Donors
Needed!
•Anonymous program
•Must be 18-35 
& in good health
Call the donor info line
549-0958
NW Andrology
& Cryobank
Missoula, MT
*Egg donors also needed
*Minority donors encouraged
TODAY
GOLDEN KEY
Pizza Party @
Davidson H.C.
Room 117
7:00 PM
www.umt.edu/asum/goldenkey
Contact Lynne at 243-4003
~  777-5956  ~
•Professional Training• 
•Ages 3 to Adult•
•Missoula - Stevensville•
•UM Credit Available for
Spanish & Flamenco•
Elenita Brown
Dance Studios
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Weatheror not
Accuracy Watch
Calendar of Events
High:   
Low:
67
45 Mostly cloudy
Kaimin Weather - “Forecasts are not guaranteed — at all.”
The rain helped Missoula out more than you realize. Look atthe air around you: Does it seem like it did a week ago,when all we could see was an endless haze of smoke and
ash? We are currently in what could be called “the beautiful sea-
son” at UM, and the clouds are very welcome. It’s like this every
year, too. The first week of school is always hot and dry, and right
away it starts to get cold out. Don’t tell us you couldn’t feel fall
yesterday.
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a 
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page. 
Today:
Another Legislator
12 p.m. — ASUM Offices, UC
Senate Majority Leader Fred Thomas (R-
Stevensville) is here, and he’s ready to answer
questions. Student leaders and regular students,
too, can ask Thomas what he’s
going to do about tuition or anything
else that’s on their minds. Stop by
and look for answers. Thomas might
just have them. 
Fit Fair
12 - 1 p.m. — Fitness and
Recreation Center
A fit fair is like a county fair, but you don’t ride
on a ferris wheel, you run around and get a work-
out. So if this is your idea of a fun time, then head
over to the Rec Center and try some fitness classes
for free. It’s your only chance, for one hour, to get
something at this University for free.
Fix-a-Flat Workshop
6 p.m. — Outdoor Program office,
Fitness and Recreation Center
Look, fixing a flat tire on a bike is NOT that
hard, and you should be able to do it. This class
will teach you the weird little tricks it takes to get
an innertube off and on a rim and all the other
sneaky things involved with changing a flat. 
Items for the Kaimin Calendar of Events can be sent to editor@kaimin.org. The Kaimin does
not guarantee publication of all submissions.
Tomorrow
Math lectures
4:10 p.m. — UC Theatre
8 p.m. — Music Recital Hall
William Cook will give two lectures during The
Big Sky Conference, put on by the Math
Department and the National
Science Foundation.
Hydrogen lecture
12 p.m. — Science      
Complex 348
Paul Williamson, dean of the
College of Technology, will discuss Montana’s
hydrogen future.
Blood Drive
11 a.m. — UC 330-331
Give blood and save a life. Call 543-6695 or
327-2029 to schedule a time for donation or for
information.
Faculty Senate
3:10 p.m. — Gallagher Business
Building 123
The faculty will meet and discuss business. For
more info and an agenda, visit www.umt.edu/
facultysenate.
Incorrect location
A Kaimin photo caption incorrectly said that traveling preacher Jim
Gilles was from Kentucky. He is from Indiana.
Kaimintember
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Is Graduate School in Your Future?
GET PAID TO GET PREPARED!
Students in UM’s McNair Scholars Program
receive a $4000 stipend to:
–Conduct their own research project
–Work with a faculty mentor
–Get guidance on their graduate school plans
–Receive assistance with their graduate school applications and GRE
–Attend conferences in their field
–Network with other undergraduate scholars
See if you qualify to be a McNair Scholar:
www.umt.edu/trio/mcnair
or call 243-4907
Explore the possibilities…  www.umt.edu/career  
Prepare For... 
The Big Sky Career Fair 
Wednesday, October 1st, 9 am-3 pm  
University Center 3rd Floor 
Over 90 local, regional, & national companies 
 
On-Campus Interviews 
Sign up for your FREE Griz eRecruiting account  
View an online list of companies recruiting 
 
With… 
Career Services Workshops 
September 22-25 at 4:30 pm in Career Services 
 
Perfect your resume, polish your interviewing 
technique and learn how to find the best jobs by 
attending a workshop. 
Make a one-on-one appointment  
with a career counselor: 
243-2022 or careers@mso.umt.edu 
Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:
1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
The call is free and so is the report.
Car Accident Victims
GLASSES AND CONTACTS
Eye Exam Included
INCLUDES:
1. PROFESSIONAL EYE EXAM
2. SOFT CONTACT LENSES
BAUSCH LOMB FW OR 04
3. LENSES - SINGLE VISION
PLASTIC
4. CONTACT LENS KIT
5. CASES FOR GLASSES
(METAL FRAME EXTRA)
5 FOR 1
$9999
AMERICAN EYECARE
Dr.  David Vainio, Optometrist
Some Restrictions Apply
Same DayService Available
Polson
883-4733
549-5550
1431 So. Higgins
Deer Lodge
846-2854
• Patients records of
the former UC Optical
are located here
• Most Insurances Accepted
Inc-Medicaid, Medicare NURSERY AND LANDSCAPE
Open 7 days•2727 S. 3rd W.
House
Plants
HOUSE PLANTS
Supplies Too!
Some Grizzly
fans couldn’t find
their beloved team
in The Sports
Network’s most
recent Division I-
AA football poll.
That’s because they need to look in a
spot where they haven’t had to in four
years: below the top 10.
After the Grizzlies’ loss to Division II
North Dakota State on Sept. 6, The
Sports Network has Montana ranked No.
12. This marks the first time the Grizzlies
have sank out of the top 10 since 1999.
While the Griz dropped from No. 3,
rival Montana State jumped from No. 16
to No. 13. The Bobcats are coming off a
38-3 victory over Gardner-Webb.
The only other Big Sky team ranked in
the top 25 is Idaho State. The Bengals
dropped from No. 10 to No. 16 after a
62-0 blowout loss to Boise State.
The only Big Sky team besides
Montana and Idaho State to lose this past
week was Northern Arizona, whose
Lumberjacks fell to Division I-A Arizona
State, 34-14.
Weber State beat Southern Utah 13-3,
while Sacramento State crushed Saint
Mary’s 69-19 and Eastern Washington
defeated Division I-A Idaho with a base-
ball-like score of 8-5.
Portland State (1-0), which had no
game this past weekend, and Weber State
(2-0) are the only undefeated teams in the
conference.
The Sports Network has also released
its “Buchanan Watch” and “Payton
Watch.” The Walter Payton Award, in its
17th year, is given to the top player in
Division I-AA and the Buck Buchanan
Award, in its ninth year, is given to the
top defensive player in Division I-AA. 
Three Big Sky players are on the
“Buchanan Watch” list: Tim Bush, a sen-
ior defensive end for Montana; Kane
Ioane, a senior safety for Montana State;
and Jared Allen, a senior defensive end
for Idaho State. Junior running back for
the Portland State Vikings, Ryan Fuqua,
who was on the final ballot for last year’s
Walter Payton Award, is the lone Big Sky
player on this year’s “Payton Watch.”
Both watch lists are subject to change,
with three more revisions throughout the
season where players can be added and
dropped.
University of
Montana 
student Adam
Wesley goes
up for an 
interception 
during a 
pick-up 
ultimate 
frisbee game
on the
Gallagher
Business
Building lawn
Tuesday night.
The Intramural
ultimate 
frisbee sign-
up deadline is
Sept. 11 at the
front desk of
the Fitness
and
Recreation
Center.
Macall McGillis/
Montana Kaimin
Loss sends Griz to No.12,
one spot ahead of MSU
Myers Reece
Sports Reporter
First time in the
past four 
seasons the Griz
have fallen out
of the I-AA
top ten
Two University of Montana
football players pleaded guilty to
disorderly conduct stemming from
a weekend party.
J.R. Waller, a sophomore run-
ning back, and Colt Palmer, a jun-
ior fullback, were cited Saturday
night after neighbors complained
to city police about noise. 
The two men live near each
other and each had a party. Waller
said only 25 people were at his
house, but the two parties eventu-
ally combined.
When police arrived, the men
cooperated with authorities. 
Waller and Palmer appeared in
Missoula County Municipal Court
and were fined $25. 
- Kaimin Reporter Chelsi Moy
I N  B R I E F
K A I M I N
A  S a l i s h  wo r d  fo r  “ p a p e r, ”  
b u t  s o  m u c h  m o r e ,  t o o .
Gettin’ Ups
University of Montana classi-
fied employees say they’re not
getting paid enough and a raise
scheduled for 2005 isn’t going to
cut it.
Most of the 60 members of the
Montana Public Employee
Association’s UM chapter said they
singled out wages as their biggest
concern, also noting rising insur-
ance premiums and a lack of fair-
ness in the evaluation process.
The latest contract proposal from
the state, rejected by most of UM’s
about 800 classified employees, did
not include a raise until a 25 cent-
an-hour increase slated to take
effect in January 2005.
“When you offer them no
money, what does that say?” UM
chapter President Cheryl Bramsen
asked.  
The contract proposal was reject-
ed Aug. 29 by a 2-1 margin by
about 1,800 employees at state uni-
versity campuses in Missoula,
Bozeman, Butte, Great Falls, and
Helena.
Bramsen expressed doubt that
money would be available for a
raise in 2005, the beginning of the
next biennium budget.
“If you don’t have any money
now, what miraculous thing is
going to happen to provide the
funds in January 2005?” Bramsen
asked. 
Vice President of Administration
and Finance Bob Duringer placed
some of the blame for the funding
shortfall on the state government.
“We didn’t get a penny from the
governor,” Duringer said. 
Duringer said he understood why
the union is upset but providing a
pay increase for UM employees
would be difficult.  
“If the Legislature doesn’t give
you any money, and your staff and
faculty want a pay increase,
where’s it going to come from?”
Duringer asked.  
Union members at the meeting
said they felt the lack of an
increase was unacceptable because
their pay was failing to keep up
with the rising cost of living.  
“What they’re missing is that a
cost of living increase isn’t a raise.
We don’t all deserve an automatic
decrease, do we?” a union member
asked. 
According to a poll conducted by
the chapter, 31 percent of its mem-
bers occasionally have to use a
food bank for groceries. The aver-
age salary of a classified employee,
including administrative assistants,
custodians, technical assistants,
Public Safety officers, library
administrators and Dining Services
employees, is $21,000 a year,
Bramsen said.  
Others at the meeting said their
wages seemed to be a lower priori-
ty than tuition relief and new con-
struction on campus.
“We are just as important as that
stadium. We are just as important
as any building on campus,” anoth-
er member said.  
ASUM Vice President Gale Price
said there should be some delibera-
tion to discuss whether an expected
windfall of as much as $10 million
to the state university system from
federal aid received in May should
be allocated to anything other than
tuition, possibly including an
employee pay increase or facility
upkeep that has been put off. 
ASUM President Aaron Flint has
proposed supporting a Board of
Regents plan to use all of the wind-
fall for a $100-per-year tuition
rebate over the next three years.
“We need to be careful when
making decisions like this,” Price
said.  “Let’s face it, if the staff
unions get upset enough, and we
have a strike here, it’s going to
completely affect the quality of
education here.”
Price added that while $100 per
year for students would barely
cover the cost of an expensive text
book, the $10 million could mean a
big difference in getting employees
a pay increase.  
Both Duringer and Bramsen said
a strike was unlikely.  
“We’ve got a lot of time, and
we’ve got to be fair to each other,”
Bramsen said.  
Union members at Monday’s
meeting also complained about
higher insurance rates and dissatis-
faction with the implementation of
the Montana Achievement
Program, an employee evaluation
program agreed to by the union in
its previous contract.  
“You can’t just keep raising one
without raising the other,” a mem-
ber said of the increase in insurance
premiums as compared to wages. “I
just can’t afford it.”
Other members were more upset
at the MAP. The program promises
a 0.5 percent pay increase for
employees who meet self-imposed
performance standards.  However,
employees said the program
amounted to more work without
compensation because supervisors
wouldn’t always sign off on pay
increases. 
Many employees were already
performing the duties of other
employees who had been laid off
and not replaced, so additional
work was simply not feasible,
Bramsen said. 
Most members at the meeting
preferred returning to the older sys-
tem of employee evaluation. “It’s
like using a bazooka to kill the
gnat,” a member said. 
Duringer said he didn’t know
which of the employee complaints
could be negotiated.   
Negotiations will restart once the
MPEA assembles a new negotiat-
ing team, Bramsen said.
MANDATORY
Effective this semester, all
female dorm rooms must be
painted pink. Your resident
a d v i s o r y  w i l l  p r o v i d e  y o u
with the necessary supplies.
If women lost their reproductive rights,
who knows what rights they could lose next.
Join Students for Choice/VOX while you still can.
Call 449-8193 or e-mail Students for Choice/VOX at
uofmstudentsforchoice@yahoo.com
We Want You to...
J o i n
S H A C !
(Student Health Advisory Committee)
SHAC provides advice, from a student’s
perspective, to Curry Health Center
administration on how the health center is
operated.  YOU can make a difference!
Fall  2003 Meeting Schedule
Monday, September 15 • Monday, October 6
Monday, November 3 • Monday, December 1
All meetings are in the Curry Health Center Conference Room 073, from 5-7pm
Contact Rick Curtis for more info. at 243-2820 or rcurtis@mso.umt.edu
U of M Equestrian Team
• We need new members!  
• Come to our meeting.  
• No experience necessary!
Tuesday September 11TH
8:00 pm in UC 224
Do You have a New
or Nagging Injury?
• Board Certified Specialists in
Orthopedic & Sports Physical Therapy
• Women’s Health Care Specialist
• Post-Surgical Rehabilitation
• Spine Care Manual Therapy
• Sports & Recreational Rehab &
Performance Enhancement
• Worker’s compensation injuries
Conveniently located
on campus in Skaggs
Building Room 129
(across from the Urey
Underground Lecture Hall)
HOURS
Monday-Friday 10-5 pm
Please give us a call at:
243-4006
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Jesse Piedfort
Administration Reporter
UM staff says planned raises are not enough
arrest in June. He traveled to
Lincoln County, Wash., where he
served 52 days of a suspended
jail sentence for communicating
with immoral purposes, said a
clerk at the Lincoln County
District Court. Caruso was
arrested March 22 in Lincoln
County after being accused of
soliciting oral sex from a 13-
year-old and 15-year-old girl. 
Caruso was charged with two
counts of communicating with
immoral purposes, possession of
marijuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia. 
Caruso agreed to a plea bar-
gain in which three of the
charges were dropped, the clerk
said, and Caruso pleaded guilty
to one count of communicating
with immoral purposes.
He was sentenced to 364 days
in jail with 180 days suspended,
and a $5,000 fine with $4,900
suspended. Caruso was in jail in
Lincoln County from July 8 to
Aug. 29 and then was released
by the judge. 
Caruso was involved in psy-
chological statistics and quantita-
tive analysis at UM. He submit-
ted his letter of resignation Aug.
29. 
Schedule of
the Week
Tuesday Night: Meet the Brothers
& BBQ
Wednesday Night: Mechanical Bull & DJ
Thursday Night: Preference Dinner
Sponsored by Apple Computers
Any questions call 360-0480
Aerie Backcountry Medicine 
240 North Higgins, Suite 16  •  Missoula, MT 59802  • 406-542-9972  
aerie@montana.com  •  www.aeriebackcountrymedicine.com 
Wilderness First Responder 
September 29 - November 11  
(evenings & weekends) 
Monday & Tuesday 6-9 pm with weekend class 
days on October 18-19 and November 8-9 
Available for 2 University of Montana credits  
Held on the U of M campus and at Lubrecht Forest 
Cost: $450 
Call 728-4200 or
1-800-797-7008 today!
Offer expires September 15, 2003.
Hey Griz Fans & UM Students
Team up with Bresnan Communications and help build 
The Ronald McDonald House of Western Montana.
The Ronald McDonald House - Building Hope Away from Home
The Ronald McDonald House of Western Montana will provide a caring retreat for families of seriously ill children, families of
children undergoing in- or out-patient treatment, and women with high risk pregnancies who need close medical supervision.
There is an overwhelming need for a Ronald McDonald House in Western Montana. In 2001, 1,619 children were admitted to
Missoula’s medical facilities for a total of 8,552 days of treatment. Of these children, 48% traveled from outside Missoula County. 
Designed by OZ Architects of Missoula, our local Ronald McDonald House will be built on land donated by Community Medical
Center on the north side of Fort Missoula Road south of the hospital. The 15,000 square foot facility will offer private family
bedrooms for up to seven families at a time, 365 days a year. In addition, the House provides kitchen and laundry facilities, a
recreation room, common areas, computer library, playground and lots of love.
We have raised over $850,000 toward our goal of 2.5 million needed build the House - with your help we can build it.
For more information on the Ronald McDonald House call 406-541-7646.
*Installation to other cable services may be more. Call Bresnan Communications for complete details about services and prices.
Free installation to Digital Cable offer limited to standard installation of one existing cable outlet. After 2 months of receiving 25%
discount, regular price will apply. This promotional offer may not be combined with any other discount or promotion. Offer avail-
able only to new subscribers who have not been Bresnan Communications customers for at least the prior 30 days and whose
Bresnan Communications accounts are in good standing. Pricing, programming and packaging may change. Certain services are
available separately or as part of other levels of service, and not all services are available in all areas. You must subscribe to Basic
Service to receive other services or levels of service. You must rent a converter and remote control for a separate charge to receive
certain services. Installation, equipment, additional outlet, change of service, programming access and other charges may apply.
Franchise fees, taxes and other fees may apply, with the actual amount depending on location and service ordered. You must sub-
scribe to a premium channel to receive the multiplexed version of the same channel. Limited time offer.
** Offer good at McDonalds in Missoula, Hamilton, Ronan, Polson, Kalispell, and Whitefish.
Order Bresnan Cable Service and get
FREE INSTALLATION
and 25% off your first 2 months of service.*
Plus, Bresnan Communications will donate $5
per new cable subscriber to the
Ronald McDonald House project.Receive
1 FREE
McDonald’s 
Extra Value Meal 
when you order Bresnan Cable Service
good at participating
McDonald’s**
Cable is
in a class
all by itself!
                                     
Friday, October 24th
- Justin McKinney
  10pm, University
  Center Theater
Friday, November 14th
- Peter Berman
  10pm, 2nd Floor
   University Center
Friday, February 20th
- Scott Henry
  10pm, 2nd Floor
   University Center
Friday, April 23rd
- Rich Ramirez
  10pm, University
  Center Ballroom
Friday,  March 19th
- Daniel Tosh
  10pm, 2nd Floor
   University Center
A different com
ic
EACH MONTH!
 Tickets on sale now
at the UC Info Desk/
UC Box Office!
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Caruso
Continued from Page 1
Former University of
Montana psychology
professor John Caruso
walks out of Missoula
County District Court
on Tuesday. Caruso
faces maximum 
penalties of 1,430
years in prison and
more than $1 million in
fines for 143 counts of
felony sexual abuse of
children.
Josh Drake/Montana Kaimin
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Most of us (nine out of 10) will
recognize that the following hypo-
thetical situation will never come
close to occurring.
“Hold on a moment there friend,”
said Jesse, a broad senior linebacker.
“What the hell?” demanded silly
young Toby, a freshman, as he was
about to refill his cup of beer.
“It’s just that I’ve been keeping a
watchful eye out, and I’ve noticed
that you’re about to fill up your sixth
cup of beer from yonder keg,” Jesse
said politely.
“So?” Toby replied, growing
angry.
This caught the attention of Kara,
a beautiful dance major.
“You know,” Kara said as she
turned around, “most of us young peo-
ple — seven out of 10 — only con-
sume between zero and five drinks
when we go out.”
“It’s just another way we UM stu-
dents party safe,” said Kara’s friend
Donna, deciding to jump in.
“Yeah, well what about the other
three out of 10?” Toby pleaded.
“You mean them,” Jesse said as he
rotated his body 90 degrees and
pointed off to about a dozen strag-
glers at the side of the yard.
For the first time, Toby noticed the
hellish orgy that made up the drunks
on the outward fringe of the party.
There were roughly 14 of them lying
around in each other’s vomit, feces
and urine. The alcohol must have
eaten away their brains, for they were
like zombies — incoherently mum-
bling, shrieking and alternately dry
humping and feasting on each other.
“Those are the students who
choose to have six drinks or more
when they party,” Kara said, rather
unnecessarily.
“Golly jeeze, Louise,” Toby
exclaimed. “I’m glad you guys spoke
up. I sure wouldn’t want to end up
like one of those kooky cookies.”
“You said it, partner,” Jesse said.
“Say, why don’t you throw that cup
out and come inside so I can chal-
lenge you to a game of Tiddlywinks.”
“It’s a deal,” said Toby.
Perhaps the Uncle’s story was a
touch over-the-top, but anyone who
can halfway claim that they are still
in touch knows that advertising cam-
paigns such as the “Most of Us”
campaigns in Montana are worthless.
It doesn’t take a genius to point out
that these advertisements are laugh-
able for two reasons: 1. Their figures
are clearly bogus 2. Even assuming
that their figures are correct (which is
comparable to a GM assuming that a
certain donkey can play basketball
and then using his first round draft
choice on the donkey’s mother) the
ads are attempting to use peer pres-
sure to keep you from believing
things that you instinctively know to
be true.
In fact, the only people I’ve ever
seen take anything away from the
“Most of Us” posters are the clowns
who steal them and hang them up to
be “clever” while they behave in a
fashion quite the opposite of what the
poster would suggest.
In the end, it was an Ivy League
institution that finally took the time to
denounce “social norms campaigns”
like “Most of Us.” This July, a
Harvard University researcher found
that colleges that employed social
marketing norms programs experi-
enced increases in alcohol consump-
tion rather than decreases.
Yet Jeff Linkenbach, a professor at
MSU who founded Montana’s pro-
gram in Bozeman in 1998, told the
Kaimin last week that the Harvard
study wasn’t relevant to the “Most of
Us” campaign because it wasn’t
specifically included in the study. He
also said the Harvard study wasn’t
relevant because “Most of Us” focus-
es more on encouraging drivers to
wear seat belts and drive sober than it
does college drinking.
Let’s take first things first. The
Harvard study looked at programs
similar to “Most of Us” in Montana.
True, Montana wasn’t included
specifically, but programs exactly
like it were. It’s likely that if
Montana’s program were tested simi-
lar results would come back.
Their other argument is even
worse. Oh, well, we didn’t really
mean the “Most of Us” about college
drinking. But let me assure you that
the other programs we do work and
are accurate. It’s like they are really
proud that only one of their four pro-
grams has been called out. I’ll bet
they put up posters in their office to
remind themselves that, say: Most of
our “Most of Us” advertisements (3
out of 4) have yet to be proven inef-
fective and inaccurate. That’s just
another way our propaganda machine
nearly always works for Montanans.
Linkenbach also related to the
Kaimin how they get their numbers.
Apparently, they get their figures
from observational, phone and mail
surveys to establish social norms dis-
played on their advertisements.
What a relief it is to hear that they
don’t just pull figures directly from
their collective anal cavities, heavens
no. It sounds to me as if there’s plen-
ty of “hard science” and “gravely
serious mathematics” involved.
As we all know, it’s impossible for
someone to lie on phone or mail sur-
veys. Impossible.
Seriously, who in the hell is going
to tell a surveyor over the phone: Oh,
yeah. I drive drunk all the time. In
fact, I’m doing it right now. You want
me to run over a fire hydrant for
you?
OK, well, how about their mail
surveys? What do you want to bet
that they mail three surveys to the
Old Folks’ Home, one to an aban-
doned warehouse and the rest to
church youth groups? No. That
would be dishonest of them. I’m sure
that they make sure to pass out the
surveys at crowded bars on the week-
end, too.
And what about these oh-so-shady
“observational surveys.” Sounds to
me like they just send somebody
down to the municipal park at 1 p.m.
and that person’s like, “Goodness
me. I don’t observe anyone here on
this swing set drinking more than
five beverages, driving drunk, using
tobacco or not wearing a seat belt.
Looks to me like nobody does those
awful things.”
Take a statistics class. You’ll learn
that surveys like these are called con-
venience surveys and are completely
worthless.
I respect what the people at “Most
of Us” are trying to do. Anyone who
has had the distinguished pleasure of
following my column knows this.
But there’s obviously a better way to
reach kids than with bogus figures,
peer pressure and 12-year-olds in a
TV commercial.
My commercial would have
Carmen Electra and Brad Pitt.
Electra: “Listen here, motherfuck-
er. You go out there drunken driving
tonight and you could wind up hurt-
ing yourself, your friends or even
innocent people like this cute infant
I’m holding.”
Pitt: “That’s right, Carmen. If
you’re fucking dumb enough to drive
drunk, it could cost you thousands of
dollars in fines and leave you with
some nasty forget-me-nots.”
Then the commercial would fade
into gruesome wrecks caught on tape,
because if there’s anything young
people respect, it’s sexy celebrities,
swearing, infants, money and vio-
lence. But don’t ask me. I’m just a
young person. What would I know
about young people?
The staff at Montana “Most of Us”
is currently compiling results from
the recent designated-driving cam-
paign which they plan to release this
fall. Tell you what, why don’t you
hang on to your BS figures. Most of
us know by now that they’re bogus.
Uncle Luke
Presents
By Luke Johnson
Most of us would prefer Pitt pressure to peer pressure
When David Grisman intro-
duced his band members Sunday
night in the University Theatre,
he stressed that they had been
together for a long, long time. 
Enrique Coria, the newest
member of the band and a
Brazilian-born guitar picker with
lightning-quick fingers, had only
been around for more than 10
years, Grisman said. 
The explanation, it turned out,
was unnecessary.
All it took was one song for the
five men to show off talent and
know-how that takes decades to
hone. Just one song to emanate a
deep and knowing connection
with one another that can only be
constructed with years of working
and creating together.
The David Grisman Quintet, a
five-some of seasoned bluegrass
veterans featuring Jim Kerwin on
bass, Joe Craven on percussion,
mandolin and violin, and Matt
Ekle on flute, took the stage
Sunday night to give the
uncrowded University Theatre a
taste of Dawg.
Dawg is a genre of music creat-
ed by Grisman — and dubbed
after his nickname — that blends
traditional Celtic music, blue-
grass, contemporary jazz and
gypsy music into a trickling,
pounding, strumming, picking
jumble of melody.
The songs, the large majority of
which were instrumental, ranged
from high-energy to slow, melod-
ic and jazzy to old-time, but one
thing remained the same: the
incredible deftness with which
the Quintet members played. 
The crowd, mostly seated, was
transfixed, watching in awe as
Craven played the bongos, moroc-
co and mouth drum simultaneous-
ly. Grisman picked the mandolin
faster than the eyes could follow,
and Ekle blew passionate, sweet
notes from his flute.
Their on-stage chemistry was
so strong they resembled one big,
vibrating, pulsing body, dictated
by invisible cues and intangible
forces. From the numerous
sounds, tones, tenors and
melodies emerging simultaneous-
ly from the quintet, it sounded
like a 10-piece band was in the
house.
Opening for the Quintet was
the Manitoba, Canada, folk/blue-
grass band the Duhks. The Duhks
(pronounced “ducks”) consisted
of a banjo, fiddle, guitar, hand
drums, and a strong and soulful
female voice. 
The individuals behind the
instruments, Leonard Podolak,
Tania Elizabeth, Jordon
McConnell, Rodrigo Munoz and
Jessica Havey, respectively, com-
bined their fortes to form a high-
energy, foot-stomping, bluegrass
sound, infused with a strong tra-
ditional tone.
Grisman, whose David Grisman
Quintet is in its 25th year, is a
pioneer of bluegrass and man-
dolin virtuoso. In his career, he
has collaborated with  Emmylou
Harris and Bela Fleck, and is best
know for his work with Jerry
Garcia. His hero, he told the audi-
ence, is the late Bill Monroe,
known as the father of bluegrass. 
For the encore, Grisman
informed the audience that a spe-
cial guest would be joining them.
A spooked and shaky-looking
young man walked out, holding
his guitar. The teenager was a stu-
dent of Grisman’s at a bluegrass
camp who lives in the area. 
For the last two songs, includ-
ing “Man of Constant Sorrow,”
the young man had two solos, and
proved himself a worthy, even
excellent picker. The crowd, ever-
proud of all that is Montana,
screamed its approval.
If Grisman’s student represents
the future of bluegrass, he has
done well to ensure a promising,
twangy, fast-picking tomorrow.
Kaimin Concert Review by
Katie Klingsporn
Nick Wolcott/Montana Kaimin
David Grisman rips into his mandola Sunday night at the University
Theatre.
Twangy quintet thrills Missoula crowd
Aries (March 21-April 20)
*** By now, you know
Ryan Newman is legit,
having just landed his
sixth win of the season. But
did you that last Sunday’s win
was his first on a short track?
Taurus (April 21-May 21)
**** Winston Cup points
leader Matt Kinseth
drives a mean Ford. Talk
about Mr. Consistency!!?!
Gemini (May 22-June 21)
***** Kevin Harvick
picked the number 29 for
his 29 car, because he quote:
“likes the number 29.” He’s
always been a jokester, that Harv.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
**** Rusty Wallace has
won at least $1 million in
each of the past 11 seasons. And yet
he still manages to act like white
trash. You’ve got to hand it to him.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 23) ***
If you ever become a
driver in NASCAR,
watch out for the mysterious
Racer X. The X Car is equipped
with oil slicks, extending saw-
blades and even wings.
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 22)
**** Bobby and Terry
Labonte are not brothers,
though they share the same
mother and father and were
raised in the same house. They
are, however, both in the top
10 in points and money. Oh, by
the way, don’t tell them that
they’re not brothers. It would
wreck them.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Many NASCAR fans
recognize superstar Jeff
Gordon from his rap albums.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Mark Martin’s pit
crew secretly hates him.
They want him dead. They hate
his smug, cocky attitude and
his B.O. But they are all polite
to his children, and I think that
says something about Mark
Martin’s pit crew and their col-
lective class.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) **** NASCAR chose
to capitalize all of its let-
ters because it figured people
would lose interest really quick
with lowercase letters. After
all, its product is just cars
going around in a circle, so the
name has to be dope.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.
19) ***** Gwyneth
Paltrow has a crush on
Jeff Burton’s #99 car.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-
Feb. 18) ***** Dale
Earnhardt Jr.’s father, Space
Station Earnhardt, didn’t race
cars, but he ran a convenience
store that folks said reminded
them of a gas station.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March
20) ****  Waltrip goes fast.
Horoscopes
for the ignorant
Junior Nadia Hebard headed
toward the Kim Williams Trail on
Tuesday afternoon after she heard
from friends that it had reopened.
“I’ve found other places to
run,” she said, “but I’m glad it’s
open again.”
She said she understood the
concern for fire, but believed
everyone would be OK if they
used their best judgment.
Mike Painter, Missoula city
assistant fire chief, said that as of
Tuesday morning, the land was
not going to be reopened. The
decision was made about 1:30
p.m. Tuesday.
The reopening had been
delayed because daily measure-
ments of fire potential taken at
the Missoula-Lolo Forest Service
stations had been high, Painter
said.
The measurements represent
the potential heat release and
indicate available fuel for a fire.
Monday, the reading was 69, and
Tuesday one reading was 54 ener-
gy per unit, Painter said.
He said a measurement above
44 ranks in the 90th percentile for
potential heat release. He said the
fire department received two
other readings Tuesday from the
DNRC that indicated 8 and 10,
relatively low measurements. The
fire department was still trying to
figure out the significance of the
varied measurements.
Painter said the availability of
fire-fighting resources — such as
air support — also factors into
whether to open an area.
“Our resources are relatively
limited,” he said about the fire
department’s ability to respond
quickly to a possible fire.
Fortunately, Painter said, the
department has not had to call in
those resources because the areas
have been closed and there have
been no fires.
Rogene Wait, a DEA spokes-
woman, requested all questions about
the legislation be sent by e-mail, how-
ever the DEA had not responded to
questions sent via e-mail by deadline.
Jones said the legislation is so
vaguely worded that the enforcement
of the statute is often up to the opin-
ion of the DEA officer. 
“It’s up to the opinion of the
enforcer,” Jones said. “The broad lan-
guage of it is potentially dangerous. It
is scary, really, that they have power
over people trying to do something so
simple.” 
Masterson said in theory anyone
organizing a party or concert could be
targeted by the DEA.
“The way it’s written now it could
shut down anything,” Masterson said.
“If I was an event promoter I would
worry about any sort of rap show or
punk show where inflammatory
remarks about drug use are being
made.”
The DEA’s website says “legiti-
mate” property owners and event
planners are not in violation of the
law.
UM Productions referred all ques-
tions to the University’s legal counsel,
David Aronofsky.
Aronofsky said it did not appear to
be an issue at UM, although he said
he wasn’t familiar with the statute.
“The University of Montana would
not knowingly promote drug use on
our campus or at our events,” he said.
Masterson said he was concerned
that the DEA would crack down on
NORML and other groups at UM
because of the University’s recent
ranking in the magazine High Times.
UM was ranked No. 5 on the maga-
zine’s list of counterculture colleges
in the nation.
“Could this attract some attention?”
Masterson asked. “I think it’s very
possible.”
Masterson said NORML was
wrongly targeted by the DEA since
the group advocates reform of mari-
juana laws, not illegal drug use. He
thinks they should be cracking down
on serious drug offenders.
“Virtually everyone knows mari-
juana use should be legal,” he said.
“Everyone knows it makes you giggle
and watch cartoons and eat twinkies.
But no one makes cheeky remarks
about methamphetamine because that
is a heavy subject.”
“Now is the time that it’s more
important than ever to know your
constitutional rights and to speak up
for what’s right,” he said.
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LOST AND FOUND
Found: Keys at 240 University Ave. Ring includes nail
clippers and car keys. Call to ID 543-4459
MY RED BACKPACK that I bought in the land were
French fries were 1st invented, (not France). Please
return call 721-0065. Lost on 28th of Aug. by La Peak.
Rob
FOUND: FRENCH text book in LA 207 Call 829-3774
Watch found near UC Market on 9/4; call Colleen 243-
6670
PERSONALS
Physical Therapy Student Association Fall Picnic Sept
12, 5:30 pm at Kiwanis Park. Burgers, veggie burgers,
hot dogs, and drink will be provided, food sign-up
sheet in front of PT office, SB 135. All PT and Pre-PT
students welcome. PTSA monthly meeting will e Wed.
Sept 17 SB 113 at 7:00 pm. Topics will include
Homecoming festivities, Officer elections, and other
various fall activities. Pre-PT students encouraged to
attend.
GOLDEN KEY CLUB PIZZA PARTY! Wednesday Sept 10
at 7 PM DHC Room 117.
HELP WANTED
ARE YOU A FRESHMAN WITH WORK STUDY interested
in peace and justice? The Peace Center needs a con-
genial, dedicated store worker. $7/hr. Stop by 519 S.
Higgins.
After school childcare, driver’s license required, near
campus. 721-6578, 549-9611
Wanted: Ranch kid who can do everything household
painting, repairs, odd jobs. 721-6578, 549-9611
YMCA Aquatics, PT fall & winter positions. AM, PM
shifts, all ages teaching & guarding. Certs required.
Must be team player. Pick up application 
AFTER SCHOOL TUTOR needed. Flexible hours & days.
Resume to Jill at 5075 Lupine Rd., Missoula, MT 59803
ROCKY MOUNTAIN ELK FOUNDATION (RMEF) Writing
Internship The RMEF, a non-profit conservation organ-
ization, is recruiting for unpaid internship position.
This position is responsible for editing and writing for
Bugle Magazine and Wapiti Newsletter. The successful
candidate should be a junior or senior in journalism,
creative writing, or English, preferably with a back-
ground in wildlife biology. Approximately 5-10 hours
per week. To apply, submit resume, cover letter, &
three writing samples to bbennett@rmef.org or RMEF,
2291 W Broadway, Missoula, MT 59808, Attn B Bennett
Part-time stylist wanted. Flexible hours ideal for stu-
dents. Great Pay. Call Great Clips at 544-9207
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED. No experience
required all looks & ages. Earn $100-300 a day. Call 1-
888-820-0167 ext U331.
SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL Proofreading/Editing, $1.00/page -
542-0833.
FOR SALE
SALE-SALE-SALE at Hide & Sole in Downtown
Missoula…30% to 70% Off over 4,000 Brand Name
Shoes & Boots. Over 400 Styles. Mens & Womens.
Kenneth Cole, Enzo, Nine West, Buffalino, Mootsie
Tootsie, Harley Davidson. Fun, Fashion, Funky &
Frivolous Footwear. Check out our New Styles of Best
Selling Euro-Comfort Brands like Dansko, Naot,
Birkenstock, and Haflinger Footwear!.
Audio Elation is having a sale. Save up to 35% on high
end audio. Call 273-7940 or visit
www.audioelation.com
FOR RENT
WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.
3 BDRM in 4PLX W/D hookups 1100 sq ft W,S,G Paid
$750/mo + $750 deposit. 1 yr lease 710 Turner Street
Call Dave 544-0575
Studio Apartment just across the river from the
University all utilities and cable TV paid. Coin-op
laundry, free storage, and parking. $425.00 / month
call 728-2621 or 544-0799
CUTE 1 BDRM basement apartment near campus &
Rivertrail W/D all util. Paid, no smoking, no pets,
application required. Call Matt 728-2404.
MISCELLANEOUS
TAKE AN INTERESTING class fall semester! Hear about
WOLVES, GRIZZLY, BEARS, LYNX, BULLTROUT, etc.,
from professional biologists! WB10-270, 2 credits
CRN-70589, Tuesdays 1-3 p.m.. Questions - phone
243-6237.
EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential
Local positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 417
Afterschool Program seeks motivated help. P/T after-
noons approx. 8-12 hrs/wk. Work w/kids
REAL ESTATE
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN BUY? Recent UM grad will
find the right house for you! Call Clint Rogers 544-
3730. RE/MAX Realty consultants LLC. Each office
independently owned and operated.
SHAMANISM WORKSHOP
BASIC SHAANISM WORKSHOP for those who believe all
creation is INTERCONNECTED, SACRED, and ALIVE.
Begins Sept 21st 7 PM Runs 6 wks phone Louisa for
details 829-0518.
STUDENT WORK
$10.50 GUAR BASE-APPT. *No telemarketing or door to
door sales *Full/part-time work-flex. Schedule *Build
resume while in school…flexible *Scholarships/intern-
ships available *All ages 18+ may apply *Customer
Sales/service *All majors may apply, we train. Call
Jessie M-Th 10-5@543-7808 or apply online
www.workforstudents.com.
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
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Lost your Fake ID?
Age never questioned at World
Games...
Financially challenged...try a 
“Cheapass Game”
Griz Card for a 10% Discount.
Challenge your friends to a battle of
Axis and Allies or Lord of the Rings Risk
or if you are looking for a laugh try
Apples to Apples.
115 West Front Street
Missoula, MT 59802
406-541-4FUN
www.worldgamesofmontana.com
www.kaimin.org
